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About Enlivening Edge
The original idea was to create an online publication through which people and organizations by sharing their stories could
discover each other, learn about and contact each other, and begin to learn from and collaborate with one another... With
such a large-scale purpose, the original idea of a “newsletter” morphed in ways we couldn’t imagine—touching and
inspiring thousands of people across the world through our four primary services and other projects from time to time.

Our four main expressions of our Evolutionary Purpose are EE Magazine, EE Community Conversations, EE Facebook
Community, and EE’s Event Calendar.
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Enlivening Edge (ENLVE)

Description:

Enlivening Edge is an international community of collaborators and Partners drawn together by a shared purpose—to
nourish the growing ecosystem of Next-Stage (including Teal) organizations. We are interwoven in a global vanguard
of people and organizations transforming their workplaces for the benefit of all.

Stakeholder(s):
Frederic Laloux :
Inspired by Frederic Laloux’s book Reinventing Organizations,
Enlivening Edge was launched in 2015. It was born through the
hands, hearts, and minds of a small but passionate crew and a
small seed fund provided by Future Considerations.

Future Considerations :
We are a global consultancy that co-creates with forward
thinking clients to build their capacity for the future. Our work
develops leaders, strengthens relationships and helps organis-
ations, institutions and communities find direction and purpose
in complex environments.

Next-Stage Organizations

Teal Organizations

Enlivening Edge Volunteers :
Our community of volunteers is vibrant, warm, and for-
ward-leaning. If you feel aligned with who we are, what we do,
and why we do it, here are some ways to get involved: https://
www.enliveningedge.org/10-ways/

Enlivening Edge Team :
Enlivening Edge is small band of Partners surrounded by a
larger tribe of collaborators and friends. Each of us is attracted
to the possibility of amplifying human dignity within organiza-
tions. Our team includes correspondents who bring news from
countries and sectors where the Teal wave is washing ashore.
And it includes correspondents who use Enlivening Edge to
connect various streams of organizational and social trans-
formation. At EE, we strive to practice Teal organization
principles. For example, we’ve adopted Holacracy® as our
approach to self-management. We practice wholeness by bring-
ing our bodies, minds, hearts, and souls to the work. And we
follow our evolutionary purpose by continually reinventing who
we are and what we do. Meet our Partners below. If you feel
drawn to work and play with us, see how you can join our team.

Eric Babinet :
I am passionate about helping organizations learn to operate
with greater self-management and distributed authority. For
many years I’ve helped software teams be more self-managing
and adaptive through the use of Agile Software Development...

George Pór :
Mahatma Gandhi said once if you want a movement to succeed,
create a newspaper. No doubt, today he would say, create a
news site. That’s what inspired me to launch, in 2015, En-
livening Edge ...

Helen Rawlinson :
My focus is on how the world of work and organisations is
changing drastically. I help people navigate this more complex,
uncertain environment by accessing a higher level of thinking
and expanded consciousness...

Anna Betz :
I am intrigued by the interconnectedness of global, local,
collective, and individual realities—right down to the cells of
our human bodies. That’s why energizing the roles of Health
Sector Editor and Community Builder at EE...

Alia Aurami :
Enlivening Edge lets me dance with the emergent future, along
with other awesome dancers from around the globe,
co-creating our living example of a next-stage organization.
Within Enlivening Edge, I energize roles such as Magazine ...

https://www.enliveningedge.org/10-ways/
https://www.enliveningedge.org/10-ways/
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Vision
Workplaces are transformed for the benefit of all

Mission
To nourish the growing ecosystem of Next-Stage organizations.

Values
Consciousness

Evolution

Knowledge

Inspiration

Connections

Intelligence

Impact

Synergy
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1. Organizations & Systems
Nourish the conscious evolution of people, organizations, and social systems.

Stakeholder(s)
Organizations

Social Systems

_9ba6bdf8-bb41-11ea-9fa1-94900083ea00

Essence: Nourishing the conscious evolution of people, organizations, and social systems.
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2. Knowledge & Inspiration
Weave people, knowledge, and inspiration.

_9ba6bf24-bb41-11ea-9fa1-94900083ea00

Blessing: Weaving people, knowledge, and inspiration to strengthen the ecosystem of next-stage movements.

2.1. Connections

Catalyze connections among people and organizations.

We do that primarily by catalyzing connections among people and organizations who are co-creating the next
stage of consciousness in organizations.

Stakeholder(s):
People :
People with enough connections tend to realize they
are part of a social ecosystem, a “whole” with its own
collective intelligence.

Organizations
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3. Intelligence, Consciousness & Impact
Boost collective intelligence, consciousness, and impact.

_9ba6c104-bb41-11ea-9fa1-94900083ea00

Mission: Boosting the emergent collective intelligence, consciousness, and impact of the ecosystem of next-stage
organizations and initiatives, until they become the new mainstream of organizing work.

3.1. Synergies

Enable individuals and organizations to function with collective intelligence.

The synergies made possible by the parts functioning with the intelligence of a whole are creating powerful
movements that transform individuals, organizations, societal sectors, and we hope, the world.
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